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Try: A Hybrid Puzzle/Game
Cameron Browne, Queensland University of Technology (QUT)
Try is a new logic puzzle that juxtaposes a strategy game rule onto a solitaire puzzle. This article
describes Try, some basic strategies, and the design process behind it, most importantly the creative
leap that produced a novel puzzle from familiar elements.
1 Introduction
T RY is a pure deduction puzzle in the samefamily as Sudoku [1], but with an additional
constraint borrowed from a strategy game. The
rules are as follows:
Try is played on a triangular tessellation of N
hexagons per side, with some hint cells initially
assigned numbers from 1..N. The aim is to as-
sign every cell a number 1..N such that:
1. No number occurs more than once along
any line (Sudoku rule).
2. No connected group of odd numbers
touches all three sides (Y rule).
1.1 The Game of Y
The Y rule is borrowed from the game of Y, in-
vented by Claude Shannon in the 1950s,1 which
is one of the earliest and most fundamental con-
nection games [3]. The aim in Y is to complete a
chain of your pieces connecting all three board
sides, called a Y, as shown in Figure 1. Corners
count for both incident sides.
Figure 1. A game of Y won by White.
One of the attractive features of Y is that a
winning chain of one colour that touches all three
sides precludes any possible winning chain for
the other; exactly one player must win each game.
This means that the Y rule in Try can be rephrased
as: all three sides must be connected with a connected
group of even numbers.
1.2 Triangular Sudoku + Y = Try
Figure 2 shows a typical Try challenge for size
N=5 (left) and its solution (right). The hint set for
each challenge must be carefully chosen to give a
single unique solution [4].
1 3 2 4 1 3 2 4
42
4 25 1 3
5
5 1
3
Figure 2. A Try challenge and its solution.
By comparison, the solution shown in Fig-
ure 3 is illegal because the odd-valued cells (cir-
cled) form a group that connects all three sides,
even though the Sudoku constraint has been satis-
fied and no number occurs more than once along
any line.
1 3 2 4
2 4 5 1 3
4 5 1
3 2
5
Figure 3. An illegal solution for this challenge.
The practice of circling cells that are guaran-
teed to be odd helps clarify the Y aspect of a solu-
tion in progress, and will be adopted throughout
this paper. A simple mnemonic is: ‘O’ is for ‘Odd’.
1The Y board was later redesigned in the 1970s with a non-regular tiling to bring the corner cells more into
play [2], but Shannon’s original design played on a regular grid of hexagons is more relevant here.
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Figure 4. Candidate values 4 and 6 can be eliminated from the indicated cells.
2 Strategies
The following section describes some basic strate-
gies for solving Try challenges, based on the two
core Sudoku and Y rules.
2.1 Sudoku-Based Strategies
Sudoku-based strategies tend to be simple exer-
cises in bookkeeping.
2.1.1 Triangulation
For example, Figure 4 shows a triangulation
method for eliminating candidate values, in an
N=7 game. This method is as follows: if two cells
in line are both reduced to two candidate values, then
those two values can be eliminated from any other cell
in line with each of these cells. For example, the
challenge shown in Figure 4 (left) has two source
cells that must contain 4 or 6, as all other values
are eliminated by the hint cells in line with them.
Candidate values 4 and 6 can therefore be elimi-
nated from the three dotted cells, as these are in
line with each of the source cells.
Figure 4 (middle) shows the candidate values
along this triangle, and Figure 4 (right) shows the
result after candidate values 4 and 6 have been
eliminated from the three triangulated cells; one
of the cells can already be resolved to a 3.
A similar elimination can be applied along
a straight line if three cells along it contain the
same three candidate values, four cells contain
the same four candidate values, etc. Of course, a
single cell containing a single (known) value elim-
inates that value from all other cells in line with it.
This is classic Sudoku deduction on a hexagonal
grid, as is resolving values at cells for which all
candidates but one have been eliminated.
2.1.2 Reverse Triangulation
The triangulation process can be reversed to al-
low further eliminations. For example, Figure 5
(left) shows three cells in line that contain the val-
ues {1, 2, 3}, and a {1, 2} cell that is known to be
either 1 or 2.
123
123
123
12 123
123
12
12
Figure 5. Reverse triangulation eliminates a 3.
If the two top {1, 2, 3} cells take the values 1
and 2, then the adjacent {1, 2} cell would have
no possible values, hence at least one of the two
top {1, 2, 3} cells must contain a 3 (Figure 5 right,
underlined). This allows the 3 to be eliminated
from the bottom {1, 2, 3} cell.
2.1.3 Edge Completion
Another Sudoku-based strategy exploits the fact
that every board edge must contain every number
from 1 to N, which facilitates elimination along
the three outer board edges. Lines through in-
terior cells do not contain all numbers from 1 to
N, hence offer less deductive information in this
respect. That is, lines of length N−1 contain one
fewer numbers, lines of length N−2 contain two
fewer numbers, and so on.
2.2 Y-Based Strategies
While Sudoku-based strategies are pattern-
oriented and tend to be somewhat formulaic, Y-
based strategies involve the more fluid concept of
connection and take many forms. Y-based strate-
gies add depth to the game and can require sig-
nificant analysis, especially for larger board sizes.
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2.2.1 Odd Connectivity
For example, Figure 6 (left) shows the challenge
from Figure 3, with odd cells circled (right).2 The
odd group consisting of 1 and 3 is connected to
the left side, and is already virtually connected to
the bottom side, as the two possible even val-
ues (2 and 4) can not block all three connecting
cells marked + (right). The cell marked ? must
therefore be even, in order to stop this odd group
connecting all three sides. It must take the value
4, since it is already in line with a 2.
1 3 2 4 1 3 2 4
?
+ + +
Figure 6. The cell indicated ? must be even.
Figure 7 (left) shows this cell resolved to a 4,
which in turn identifies another odd cell above
it. This new odd cell touches the left side is virtu-
ally connected to the right side, as the only even
candidate that can now be placed along that side
(i.e. 2) can not block both connecting cells marked
+. The cell marked ? must therefore be even, to
block an odd Y, and must take the value 2 since it
is already in line with a 4, and the top corner must
now be odd. Figure 7 (right) shows this progress.
1 3 2 4
4?
+
+
1 3 2 4
42
Figure 7. The cell indicated ? must also be even.
The two empty odd cells on the left side must
contain the values 3 and 5 (Figure 8, left), hence
the bottom left corner can be resolved to a 4 due
to the Sudoku rule, as this is now the only un-
claimed number along the left side (Figure 8,
right). The cell marked ? must also be even, to
block an odd Y, and must take the value 2.
1 3 2 4
42
4
35
35
?
1 3 2 4
42
4 2
35
35
Figure 8. The cell indicated ? must also be even.
The remaining bottom row values can then
be resolved using classic Sudoku reasoning, as
shown in Figure 9 (left). This provides enough
information to similarly resolve the remaining
values to give the solution (right).
1 3 2 4
42
4 25 1 3
35
35
1 3 2 4
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4 25 1 3
5
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3
Figure 9. The remaining values fall out.
2.2.2 Even Connectivity
Recall from Section 1.1 that in order to block a
connected group of odd numbers from touching
all three sides, then a connected group of even
numbers must touch all three sides, due to the
complementary nature of Y. This can be exploited
to give useful information for solving challenges.
For example, consider the partially solved
challenge shown in Figure 10 (left). A solid wall
of odd-valued cells cuts off the 2 in the top cor-
ner, so the only possible way for a group of even
numbers to connect all three sides is through the
shaded region shown on the right.
1
3 1
4 1
5
2
35
1
3 1
4 1
5
2
2 4
35
Figure 10. Even’s only path is shaded.
The bottom right corner is the only shaded
cell that touches the right side, so this cell must be
even, and since there is a 2 in line with it, then it
must take the value 4. Similarly, the cell to its im-
mediate left is the only shaded cell that connects
2Cells with no possible even candidates can be identified as odd, even if their actual values are not known.
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to this corner, so it must also be even and must
take the value 2. The rest of the solution falls out
easily from here.
2.2.3 Odd Cell Identification
Consider the position shown in Figure 11 (left).
Since the pair of numbers include all even num-
bers for size N=5, then all empty cells in line with
these two cells can be marked as ‘odd’ (right).
2
4
2
4
Figure 11. Cells in line must be odd.
This strategy involves Sudoku-style elimina-
tion, as already described in previous examples,
such as Figure 7. However, it also has a strong
benefit for Y-based methods, as these rely on iden-
tifying odd-only cells. It is worth highlighting
as a strategy in its own right, as it is useful for
quickly identifying odd cells without having to
worry about their specific candidate values.
Solutions involving Y-based strategies are
generally more interesting than those requiring
Sudoku-based strategies alone. The Sudoku con-
straint provides a framework within which the
puzzle functions, but the Y constraint is its real
heart and soul.
3 Design
Try evolved gradually, over several weeks,
through the design process outlined below.
3.1 Pascal’s Triangle
The initial impetus behind Try was to create a
new and interesting deduction puzzle based on
Pascal’s Triangle [5], in which adjacent pairs of
numbers in a triangular grid are added to give
the number below, as shown in Figure 12.
However, this soon proved to be a naive am-
bition. Pascal’s Triangle has been studied for cen-
turies and many puzzles derived from it, such
as the Pascal’s Triangle puzzle3 shown in Fig-
ure 13, in which the aim is to complete the trian-
gle, respecting Pascal’s addition rule, such that
y = x + z. Such puzzles are regularly set as pro-
gramming exercises for computing students.
1 6 15 20 15 6 1
1 5 10 10 5 1
1 4 6 4 1
1 3 3 1
1 2 1
1 1
1
Figure 12. Pascal’s Triangle.
It is also difficult to make such puzzles inter-
esting, and I had a growing suspicion that per-
haps not all puzzle solvers would find adding
lots of numbers ‘fun’. The real rewards in such
puzzles lie in the deductive process, not in simple
number crunching [6].
151
40
11 4x y z
Figure 13. A Pascal’s Triangle puzzle: y = x + z.
3.2 Sudoku Constraint
The Sudoku rule was therefore added to impose
a deductive element on the puzzle. However, the
standard Sudoku structure does not map nicely
to a hexagonal basis.
Ideally a Sudoku grid should subdivide into
equal-sized subgrids able to contain all N num-
bers, e.g. 3×3 subgrids in the square N=9 case.
However, triangular tessellations of hexagons do
not subdivide as neatly, as shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14. Triangle subdivision is unsatisfactory.
3Programming exercise from: http://rosettacode.org/wiki/Pascal%27s triangle/Puzzle
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Subdividing this N=5 triangle produces four
equilateral N=3 subtriangles, which would each
require six numbers to fill, one more than is avail-
able in the 1 to 5 range. Further, each subtriangle
would share an edge with at least one other, leak-
ing information between pairs of subtriangles and
changing the character of the puzzle.
It was not feasible to subdivide the Try grid
into subtriangles, which had a fundamental im-
pact on its design. While each cell in square-based
Sudoku is the intersection of two lines (horizon-
tal and vertical) and a subregion, each cell in Try
is the intersection of three lines (along the three
hexagonal axes). There is therefore less potential
for strategic variety in Sudoku-based deductions
in Try; having no scope for local deductions based
on subregions, all deductions must be global.
Additional rules or constraints were needed
to compensate for this lack of strategy. The ideal
additions would fit naturally within the existing
rules and geometry of the design, with as little
impact as possible, and maximise strategic depth
while minimising rule complexity [7].
3.3 A Creative Leap
It was an obvious step to try the connective goal
from Y, one of my favourite board games, which
is played on a triangular tessellation of hexagons.
But how to adapt this connective rule from a turn-
based adversarial game played with black and
white pieces, to a solitaire puzzle played with
numbers? The solution was simple: divide the
numbers into two groups, odd and even, and assign
one group to the setter and the other to the solver.
In mathematician Robert J. Weber’s model of
human creativity [8], discussed in more detail
elsewhere in this issue [9], new ideas are typically
created by either joining, adding, refining or trans-
forming existing ideas. The merging of Sudoku
and Y was a joining of two existing ideas, with a
hint of transformation to change piece-based cell
ownership into odd/even parity.
These two existing ideas came from signifi-
cantly different regions of the design space, in
what Noy et al. [10] might call a ‘creative leap’.
The design space will generally contain clusters
of ideas, and merging ideas within a cluster will
often work but not usually produce anything very
novel. It is when ideas are merged from different
clusters that true novelty occurs, and the more
distant the clusters, the more potential to surprise.
3.4 Odd-Sized Boards
It quickly became obvious that Try challenges
which required Y-based strategies to solve were
more interesting than those that could be solved
by Sudoku-based strategies alone. And there was
a simple way to bias things in favour of the Y
aspect: only use odd-sized boards.
Since the convention in number-based puz-
zles is to start the numbering at 1, odd sizes will
contain one more odd than even numbers, as
highlighted in Figure 15. This is enough to tip
the strategic balance in the Y direction.
1 2 3 4 5N = 5:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7N = 7:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9N = 9:
Figure 15. Odd sizes contain more odd numbers.
This greater representation of odd numbers
facilitates Y-based strategies, as odd-only cells
are then more likely to occur. This gives the
setter more scope for authorial control in their
challenges [11], and the solver more scope for
applying Y-based strategies in their solutions.
This benefit is most obvious on smaller
boards, such as the N=5 example shown in Sec-
tion 2.2. It is noticeable on medium-sized boards,
but yields diminishing returns as N increases.
3.5 Single Digits
Bearing in mind the benefits of odd board sizes,
Try is best played at sizes N=5, 7 and 9. N=5
is the smallest board that allows a valid solution
(you might like to prove this for yourself) and
N=9 is the largest that can be played with single-
digit numbers.
Hexadecimal digits could be used for larger
board sizes, but for most players it would be less
intuitive whether hexadecimal digits A, B, C, D,
E and F are even or odd. Try at sizes above N=9
would be only for those of a mathematical nature.
This limit on board size is not just for reasons
of aesthetics or notational convenience. The Y
aspect is lost on larger boards, where seven or
eight even candidates can occur per cell, making
it less likely to allow the odd-only cells required
for Y-based strategies.
3.6 Name
Once the design was finalised, it only remained
to name this new puzzle game, a process that
can require as much creativity as developing the
design itself. The game was originally called ‘Tri-
doku’, to capture the notion of Sudoku played on
a triangular grid, then changed to ‘Trydoku’ to
also flag the Y concept in the name.4
4Thanks to Greg Schmidt for this suggestion.
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The name was then shortened to ‘Try’, which
captures the essence of the game in the fewest
possible letters. This is a contraction of ‘triangu-
lar Y’ that also hints at its deductive nature, as
players must try hypotheses regarding which can-
didate numbers can legally occur in which cells,
in order to make deductions.
The name ‘Try’ has a nice fundamental ring
to it, but the downside of using such a common
noun is potential anonymity, as it fails what I call
the Google Test. A Google search for the terms try
game returns over a billion hits, making it unlikely
that a user searching for the game online will find
relevant information amongst all the noise, with-
out further clarification. This is an issue even for
well known games with common words as titles,
such as Go, but it can be a real concern for new
games yet to establish a presence.
3.7 Generalisation
The solver’s implied task, of connecting the three
board sides with a set of even numbers, can
be described as the task of connecting the three
board sides with a multiset5 of numbers that sat-
isfy (n mod 2) = 0, i.e. the even numbers
{2, 4, 6, 8, . . .}. The Y rule can then be gener-
alised to (n mod b) = 0, where base b is some
number ≥ 2.
For example, if b = 3, then the Y rule would
dictate that the three board sides must be con-
nected by a multiset of numbers from {3, 6, 9, . . .},
which precludes connection by any multiset from
{1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, . . .}.6
The advantage of using a base b greater than
2 is that the Y rule would then provide an even
greater constraint, as there would be fewer ways
to make a legal Y than an illegal Y. This would
allow a greater number of Y-based eliminations
and Y-based strategies to be applied, potentially
making challenges more interesting to solve, and
could be a way to bring the Y aspect more into
the game for larger board sizes.
However, a base other than 2 could make the
Y rule confusing for players and ruin the intuitive
elegance of the puzzle. Most players should be
comfortable with the distinction between even
and odd numbers, but asking them to distinguish
between say (n mod 3) = 0 and (n mod 3) 6= 0
suddenly makes things look complicated.
3.8 A Hybrid Puzzle/Game?
It may be contentious to describe Try as a ‘hybrid
puzzle/game’, as its Y rule is really a deduction
constraint. However, if each challenge is viewed
as a game played between the setter (the author
who sets the challenge) and the solver (the player
who attempts to solve the challenge) [11], then
the setter can exert authorial control in their de-
signs and, in effect, play a limited game of Y (as
Odd) against their opponent, the solver (as Even).
As the solver follows the deductive steps to
solve a given challenge, revealing more infor-
mation with each step, the Y threats implicit in
the challenge reveal themselves and provide ad-
ditional information towards the solution. The
solver must make choices that result in an even
Y and constantly ask themselves: how can I stop
the setter achieving an odd Y? A well designed chal-
lenge should impart the strong feeling of an intel-
ligent hand working against the solver [11].
There is a clear distinction between the lower-
level bookkeeping of the Sudoku-based strategies
and the higher-level connective concerns of the Y-
based strategies. The hand of the setter is behind
both, as an absent player seeking to outwit and
entertain the solver, but the Y-based deductions
offer greater scope for depth and variety.
4 Computer Version
Figure 16. Screenshot of the Try application.
5A multiset, or bag, is a set of that may contain multiple instances of elements.
6This example was suggested by mathematician Daniel Ashlock.
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Figure 16 shows a screenshot of a Try editor
implemented in Java.7 The editor loads N=5, 7
and 9 challenges from a pregenerated database,
and allows the user to interactively solve them.
The application helps the user by shading odd
cells, rather than circling them, for visual clarity.
It also automatically performs eliminations in re-
sponse to user moves, reducing the trivial book-
keeping burden and making potential deductions
more evident.
4.1 Challenge Generator
Try challenges are pregenerated by a separate
application, using the following process:
1. Packing: First, a random packing of num-
bers that satisfies the puzzle’s rules is gen-
erated. This can be computed efficiently
and avoids the need for storing the expo-
nentially large quantities of valid packings,
even after rotations, reflections and permu-
tations are removed.
2. Hint Placement: A set of cells is chosen as
the starting hint set, which is either reflec-
tively or rotationally symmetrical, for aes-
thetic reasons. This step is repeated until a
hint set is found with a unique deducible so-
lution, according to Deductive Search [6].
3. Hint Reduction: The hint set is iteratively re-
duced, respecting its generative symmetry,
as long as the challenge still has a unique
and deducible solution.
4. Quality Check: The resulting challenge is
tested for difficulty and estimated interest-
ingness. It is discarded if it is too hard
(deductions requiring many layers of embed-
ding [6]), too easy (cells with trivial reso-
lutions), or not interesting enough (can be
solved without Y-based strategies).
This yields symmetrical challenges that are
guaranteed to have unique deducible solutions,
and are likely to be interesting. Future work will
involve player surveys to validate and fine-tune
the quality metrics, to maximise the quality of au-
tomatically generated challenges. This work will
be summarised in a future paper, which will also
include more detail on the automatic challenge
generation, validation and evaluation processes.
5 Conclusion
Try is a new deduction puzzle that captures the
essence of both the solitaire deduction puzzle Su-
doku and the adversarial board game Y, in a sin-
gle rule set. The story of its design highlights the
benefits of drawing inspiration from widely dif-
fering sources, to achieve surprising and worth-
while results. Example Try challenges are printed
throughout this issue, where space permits, to
give a taste of its character.
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